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Chapter 1 : Early Reader Success: Danny and the Dinosaur - The Deliberate Reader
Danny loves dinosaurs. When he sees one at the museum and says, "It would be nice to play with a dinosaur," a voice
answers, "And I think it would be nice to play with you." So begins Dannys and.

Danny the Dinosaur Written and Illustrated by: Danny goes to a museum one day to meet a dinosaur. The
dinosaur takes Danny for a ride on his back. The dinosaur is so tall, he hits the telephone wires. The dinosaur
helps people cross the street. When they went to the zoo the dinosaur was asked to leave because he was
taking the attention away from the animals. Danny introduces him to his friends and they play hide n seek. At
the end of the day the dinosaur says he has to go back to the museum. The pictures look like they are colored
in with crayon. Hoff does not use many colors in the book. However, the book is interesting to read. Children
love the idea of having a talking dinosaur or animal and this book gives them hope that it could actually
happen. The possibilities for amusement with a dinosaur are endless. Danny and his dino peek in on a
professional baseball game, ferry across a canal, and spend time at the zoo, where a live dinosaur is a cinch to
trump any animal exhibit. The zoo animals are unhappy that the crowds favor the prehistoric creature ahead of
them, leading the man in charge to ask the dinosaur to move on so "the animals will get looked at," a
laugh-out-loud moment. But what a time they had together. Not every boy is so blessed as to spend a day with
a real live dinosaur. Danny would never take back his one beautiful day with his dinosaur. The narrative is
fantastical by design, with no explanation attempted for how the dinosaur comes to life or can communicate
with humans in English. Come prepared to think a little about the nature of spectacular wishes granted and
have lots and lots and lots of fun. Jon athan - The United States.
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Chapter 2 : Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff, Syd Hoff ()
I looked at the Level 1, Beginning Reading, books and happened upon these two oldie but goodie books from Syd Hoff.
"Danny and the Dinosaur" first came out in , and was followed a year later by "Sammy the Seal".

A cartoonist contributor to the esteemed New Yorker for more than six decades, Hoff was a masterfully
elegant artist who was able to capture humor in just a few quick strokes of the brush or pen. Born in , Hoff was
a New York City native and son of a salesman. He grew up in the Bronx, and began drawing at the age of
four. When he was 16, a well-known cartoonist for the Hearst Syndicate newspaper chain, Milt Gross, visited
his high school. He sold his first cartoon to the New Yorker two years later, in , an association that would
continue for the rest of his career. In , he began his own comic strip for the Hearst Syndicate, about a girl
called Tuffy, which had a ten-year run. His first book for children, Muscles and Brains, was published by Dial
in When his daughter was stricken with a hip problem, she had to undergo rehabilitation therapy, and so Hoff
drew fanciful stories to amuse her that became the story of a little boy and his dinosaur pet. Published by
Harper in , the tale centers around little Danny, who visits a natural history museum and is so entranced by the
brontosaurus on display that he rides it right out of the building. It was also said to have single-handedly
launched the entire dinosaur craze among children. Hoff wrote and illustrated a slew of other books for young
readers, often featuring gentle animals and clever boys and girls. Grizzwold, dating from , features a title
character bear who tries to convince humans that he is not merely a man wearing a bear suit. Several other
titles featured an irrepressible hen named Henrietta. Hoff even had his own television series in the s, Tales of
Hoff, a title that may have been an erudite nod to German Romantic writer E. Hoffmann and his well-known
short stories, which were the basis for an opera, Tales of Hoffmann. There was another comic strip from his
pen, Laugh It Off, which ran in American newspapers from to , and he continued to produce typically witty,
sophisticated fare for the New Yorker and Esquire over the course of a long career. Hoff died on May 12, , in
Miami Beach at the age of He is survived by another daughter, Bonnie, and two grandchildren. For Hoff, the
joys of life as well as its harder moments served as an infinite fount of inspiration. B7 â€”Carol Brennan
Comment about this article, ask questions, or add new information about this topic:
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Chapter 3 : Danny and the Dinosaur 50th Anniversary Edition (Audiobook) by Syd Hoff | www.nxgvision.com
Syd Hoff has given much pleasure to children everywhere as the author and illustrator of numerous children's books,
including the favorite I Can Read books Sammy the Seal, The Horse in Harry's Room, and the Danny and the Dinosaur
books.

When he sees one at the museum and says, "It would be nice to play with a dinosaur," a voice answers, "And I
think it would be nice to play with you. For Danny and his prehistoric playmate, even the most everyday
activities become extraordinary, like finding a big-enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide-and-seek.
Originally published over 50 years ago, this beloved classic is a Level 1 I Can Read that is perfect for the
beginning reader learning to sound out words and sentences. Also, like hiding an elephant, Danny discovers
playing hide-and-seek with a dinosaur can be difficult. It is just a fun, silly story. It helped me learn to read
and to love books. I fully recommend "Danny and the Dinosaur" by Syd Hoff. Anthony Trendl editor,
HungarianBookstore. A Customer on Feb 01, A boy meets a dinosaur in a museum and the dinosaur follows
him home for a visit. The dinosaur and the boy do "cool" things together, but also treat one another, and
others, kindly. Book and tape review A Customer on Mar 19, There are plenty of reviews of this book, I want
to give my thoughts on the book and tape package available. There is a nice introduction and conclusion
offered by the narrator and one side has page turn signals, while the other does not. While this is an
unabridged recording, the narrator actually adds words on page 18, which may confuse the child trying to
follow along in the book. However, all things considered, I feel this is a worthwhile purchase. I am sure that it
willbecome a bedtime favorite of his just as it was mine so many years ago! I have never forgotten the name of
this book and have looked forward to reading it to my children for as long as I can remember. I remember
reading Danny and the Dinosour when I was a child. As a matter of fact, I enjoyed this book so much, that as a
child, I memorized it, word for word, and then I would recite it back, without missing a word. He autographed
my copy of "Danny and the Dinosaur" and I was so very happy! About fourteen years later, I still remember
this book fondly. As I shop for a gift for an expecting friend, I feel confidant purchasing this book and
knowing it will be loved by both mother and child. My two year old loves it! D Haynie on May 05, This is one
of the books we find him "reading" on his own. This is one of the most requested books he has out of
hundreds. The whole Danny series is great, in fact. Fun, Fun, Fun By T. Vanpool on Feb 21, Danny and the
Dinosaur is a delightful tale of imagination and good-humored fun. Danny visits a museum where he meets a
dinosaur looking for a little bit of fun after million years of just hanging around. They go and have a great time
playing in the city. No one is hurt or placed in danger, and everyone has a good time. I pulled out my old copy
of Danny and the Dinosaur for my 3 year-old son the other day after I came across it by happenstance in an
old box. My son fell in love with it, just as I did at his age. We read it so much that it fell apart by the end of
the week. I replaced it with this version, which is just as handsome as the version I originally used. This is a
great book for a toddler with a good imagination as well as an outstanding book for beginning readers. Last
week I was walking out of a classroom when, out of the corner of my eye, I briefly glanced at this book. But
something caught my eye and it stopped me right there. It was a very weird feeling. I took a step back and
looked at the book and there it was, Danny and the Dinosaur. Somehow this was stuck in my head and just
that passing glance was all I needed to remember it fondly. I went home and ordered for my five-year old son.
And so do I. He must have read this book millions of times over. I loved this book as a kid and I think that it
has helped him take an interest in reading. I looked at the Level 1, Beginning Reading, books and happened
upon these two oldie but goodie books from Syd Hoff. I was delighted to see them reissued as "I Can Read!
They are a particularly good deal because they are twice as long as the usual "I Can Read! Both books feature
kind and friendly kids, helpful adults, cheerful adventures and no drama. One day it popped into my memory
so I set out to try to find it for my little boy. I was only able to get it in paperback, but I am still on the hunt for
it in hardback. It is a story about a boy named Danny who goes to the museum. He sees the dinosaurs and
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wishes they were alive to play with. They spend the day together doing many different things, and then the
dinosaur goes back home to the museum that night. It is a simple story with very simple illustrations, but still
fun. So glad I found this again! Great for beginning readers By Amy J. Cahill on Jun 22, Bought this for a
former student who is expecting. This was my favorite book growing up my dad said he had it memorized and
I read it to my boys a lot too. It is a great beginning reader for children. Wonderful Classic for Learning to
Read. By Ellen on Mar 12, This is the same book I first learned to read by myself. I can recall my older
brother helping me sound out the word "dinosaur" when it suddenly clicked and I got it. It was a magical
moment in my childhood so I was thrilled to purchase this book for my own daughter to learn to read with. I
love this story and the illustrations are darling. It is simple and fun. The look and style of these I Can Read
books have vintage appeal but still work with kids today. My daughter loves when I read this to her at night.
Great book for kids of all ages By Angie G. It is also a great first book to read for elementary school children.
It was one of the first things my siblings and I ever read aloud. Cute story and I highly recommend it. I saw
others on-line less expensive but bought this one because I thought it would be in better shape. However, the
recipient was happy with the book. Great value for the price! Read them first in the library and he loved them
so it was a great addition to our home library. I grew up reading Danny and the Dinosaur and now By Justin
Baldwin on Apr 01, I grew up reading Danny and the Dinosaur and now work at a camp so this book connects
my childhood with my career as aneeded adult. I hope my son enjoys Danny and the Dinosaur as much as I
did growing up. By Karina on Oct 26, My siblings and I used to read this book when we were little and it
made us want a dinosaur friend like Clifford the Big Red Dog makes you want a giant dog! My sister and I
had looked quite a few places for it and finally found it here. We were giving it as a gift and once we removed
it Danny and the Dinosaur By Angela on May 28, I purchased this for my six year old grandson who loves
dinosaurs, he was thrilled with this book and it has easy to read words for him. My daughter enjoyed reading
this book By Purple on May 10, My daughter enjoyed reading this book. I love this book when I was a kid a
well. Felt good to relive a moment through my child. We read them all the time when he visits. The title of
this book is Danny and the Dinosaur and it was written by Syd Hoff. This particular edition is in a Paperback
format. It was published by HarperCollins and has a total of 64 pages in the book. To buy this book at the
lowest price, Click Here.
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Chapter 4 : Danny and the Dinosaur - Wikipedia
For Danny and his prehistoric playmate, even the most everyday activities become extraordinary, like finding a
big-enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide-and-seek. Kids will delight in Syd Hoff's charming, comical
illustrations as they read about how Danny teaches a very old dinosaur some new tricks.

Reviews 30 One day Danny goes to a museum where he sees a dinosaur. After visiting a museum, Danny
discovers a new and million year-old friend. Neo struggled a little and we took four sit-down reading periods
to complete this book, but he did get to the end and felt the accomplishment. Apparently a classic from over
50 years ago, Neo likes the action and story told by Hoff in this series debut. He immediately sat down and my
daughter climbed in his lap. I listened as he read and looked at the pictures over his shoulder. I believe I have
read this before long ago. My daughter sat for about half the book and stood to look at the pictures for most of
the rest. I liked the fun that Danny and the children have with the dinosaur. Especial My husband brought
Danny and the Dinosaur home from the library today. I think my daughter really likes the pictures in this one.
She just took the book off the couch and is flipping through it. As a family, we all enjoyed this one! I know
my six-year-old self would have LOVED it if a dinosaur befriended me at the museum, gave me a ride around
town, and played hide-and-seek with me and my friends! I think there are such cute touches in the book with
the text and especially the illustrations, like when the dinosaur makes a bridge for the people to cross the
street, or when he sees the "giant rocks" buildings and thinks of climbing them. Syd Hoff has done an
outstanding job at both illustrating and writing this book. Syd Hoff makes this story extremely cute and
heartwarming at the same time as Danny learns about the true meaning of friendship when he spends much of
his day with the dinosaur and enjoys his time spent with the dinosaur. I would recommend this book to
children ages three and up since there is nothing inappropriate in this book and the writing format of this book
is extremely simple for three year olds and up to read. Review is also on: Rabbit Ears Book Blog 4 out of 5
Brad â€” Apr 25, I imagine this was a charming book when it was released in the late fifties. I suppose I can
see the appeal. It has a goofy looking dinosaur. It has a polite little kid. And they have fun little adventures in
some nondescript American city. So the sweet dino and the sweet boy are like the syrupy skein of goo at the I
imagine this was a charming book when it was released in the late fifties. So the sweet dino and the sweet boy
are like the syrupy skein of goo at the back of the tongue after 5 cans of warm, flat Dr. Every once in a while I
get a craving for Dr. Pepper despite that coating, and the same thing happens with Danny and the Dinosaur. I
gorge myself, hate the after taste, then wait a year or two for the craving to return. I hope that I read it when I
was 5 or 6 or 7; I would have absolutely loved it. The text is good for early readers, and younger children will
enjoy having this read to them. Most kids like dinosaurs and the dinosaur here is adorable. I remember
enjoying this book as a kid, and it holds up well today. While there is really nothing in the way of plot, the
pictures and words, sometimes more captions to the pictures than anything else, tell of a delightful day
together for these two new fr The book features Danny, a young boy whose day in the museum gets much
better when he meets a real Dinosaur. While there is really nothing in the way of plot, the pictures and words,
sometimes more captions to the pictures than anything else, tell of a delightful day together for these two new
friends. Read my full review at Carstairs Considers.
Chapter 5 : Syd Hoff - Wikipedia
I looked at the Level 1, Beginning Reading, books and happened upon these two oldie but goodie books from Syd Hoff.
"Danny and the Dinosaur" first came out in

Chapter 6 : Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff
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"Danny and the Dinosaur" is a New York Times Outstanding Book of the Year Award by Syd Hoff and it is about how a
young boy named Danny starts playing with a friendly dinosaur who has come to life when in a museum that Danny
goes to. "Danny and the Dinosaur" is a true masterpiece for many children.

Chapter 7 : Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff | Scholastic
Danny and the dinosaur are back â€” and putting on their party hats for a fun-filled celebration in this long-awaited
sequel to one of the most enduringly popular &quot;I Can Read Books&quot; www.nxgvision.com returns to the museum
to invite his dinosaur friend to his sixth birthday party.

Chapter 8 : Download danny and the dinosaur book free - www.nxgvision.com
Danny and his best buddy, the dinosaur, always embark on dinosaur-size adventures when they are together! This
five-book box set with handle and Velcro closure is the perfect starter library for a young reader on the go.

Chapter 9 : www.nxgvision.com | Danny and the Dinosaur
DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR - written and illustrated by Syd Hoff I, CROCODILE - written and illustrated by Fred
Marcellino, narrated by Tim Curry THE MYSTERIOUS TADPOLE - written and illustrated by Steven Kellogg ALA
Notable Video.
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